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AMLO’s first 100 days in office have gone by, and there is a clear divergence 
between the average citizen's take and the business community's ruling on the 
balance of Mexico’s first outright left-leaning president. While there are a plethora 
of news articles and analyses backward looking on what "was", we focus the 
present report in what "will be", or at least "could be" if we base our view on the 
legislative agenda proposed in Congress for the current ordinary session. See 
below for our analysis on this and companies that could be impacted (directly or 
indirectly) from these initiatives.

 Remain Neutral on deteriorating top down but positive thrust from flows.
We have been highlighting weakening macro alongside pressing top-down 
risks, stemming from political and fiscal uncertainty. Pemex remains an open 
end, which could pressure sovereign ratings before the year ends. However, 
flows to EM have been massive and Mexico benefits from passive as much as 
anyone. This thrust, coupled with the currency's (still) high carry, continues to 
appeal to investors. From an equity perspective, valuations seem low but 
earnings growth expectations at 19% keep us cautious on reading too much into 
“entry points”. Nonetheless, we continue to run with our proposed investment 
themes: (1) domestic consumption, (2) currency hedge, and (3) earnings 
resilience. Our top picks in Mexico are Femsa, Arca, Gruma, Megacable, 
Banorte, Pinfra, FPrologis, IEnova and Mexichem.  

 AMLOvers vs. AMGrinches, who will cave first? On one end, consumer 
confidence stands at record highs, while business is only slightly up from last 
year-end’s slump. Economic activity continues to slow and Pemex is the main 
item in the bears’ agenda. But bulls remain bulled up by social programs and not 
even the cancellation of the NAICM managed to get them down. For the 
markets, the bull thesis is that despite economic activity softening, consumer 
sentiment will be sufficiently strong to be reflected in activity and thus mitigate 
or entirely turn around weakness in the industrial sector. On the other hand, 
bears fear it will be the opposite and that lack of investment will pressure an 
already hot labor market, while fiscal constraints (including a Pemex lifeline) 
prevent the government from aggressively deploying social programs, thus 
preventing the aforementioned upside. Our economic team stands more on the 
cautious side, as we expect economic activity to print 1.5% growth this year, 
even in the face of resilient consumption.

 Good Cop, Bad Cop. AMLO has been incredibly consistent in his deliveries vs. 
campaign promises/priorities. And despite them being aligned with some of his 
own beliefs, AMLO has also stopped short several Congress initiatives which
rattled the markets given their radical nature (eliminating bank fees or regulating 
credit rating agencies). While AMLO has promised not to "change the rules of 
the game" during his first 3 years in office, what will happen in those next 1,100 
days starting December 1st 2021? Is this same statement valid for Congress? We 
acknowledge the official independence of political powers in Mexico 
(legislative vs. executive), but given Morena's strong dominance we find it hard 
to dissociate one from the other in practical terms. Thus, while AMLO is likely 
to stick true to his word, we cannot say the same thing for legislators. More than 

For a detailed list of AMLO’s 

proposals – and a way to see what’s 
left in the pipeline - , please refer to 

our 2017 report here.

https://www.jpmm.com/research/content/GPS-2316881-0
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ever, it is key to closely watch Congressional initiatives and who presents these, 
as they could be used as an indirect means for AMLO to push some of his more 
radical proposals, or at least test the waters. 

 Congressional initiatives for the 2nd Ordinary Session. We analyzed 12 
legislative agendas, 4 for the Senate and 8 for the Lower Chamber, including 
over 230 initiatives. In general terms, we perceive a greater intent to foster 
transparency in government dealings through greater representation; ensure
austerity; increase government centralization, oversight and intervention with a 
nationalistic bias (lower foreign trade); and increase inclusion of vulnerable 
groups. The top 5 issues embedded in the initiatives, encompassing +36% of the 
total, are clean energy & environmental concerns, government transparency, 
amendments to government & democratic procedures, tougher punishments & 
sanctions and fostering inclusion for minorities and other vulnerable groups of 
society. From an economic and market perspective, the broad themes that we 
believe are the most relevant are Public Finances & Fiscal (25 initiatives, 
Energy (24 initiatives), Labor & Wages (23 initiatives), Banking Sector 
Regulation (10 initiatives), Social Security & Pension Funds (5 initiatives), 
Foreign Trade (4 initiatives), and Price Controls (2 initiatives). 

 Specifically on Morena’s initiatives. Morena will pursue 24% of the initiatives, 
focusing on government and democratic processes (13 initiatives, including 
mandate revoking); security, corruption and impunity (9 initiatives, including 
the militarized National Guard); and social issues (7 initiatives, including 
backtracking of the 2013's Educational Reform). Items in their agenda that may 
end up being controversial include amending the Pemex Law to ensure SOEs 
recover control over Mexico’s oil industry, use the newly created “Banco del 
Bienestar” to give out more credit, eliminate/reduce banking commissions, price 
controls on medicines, analyzing USMCA and the EU-MX FTA, backtrack the 
2013’s Educational Reform, and labor reforms including changes to syndical 
rules. 

 Stocks impacted: Ambivalent. In the Congressional agenda as analyzed, there 
is a clear trend toward nationalization, centralization and government 
intervention. This could imply risks for companies dependent on government 
regulation/concessions/contracts, especially related to the energy sector, but 
benefit from alternative businesses through tax breaks. Together with our 
analysts covering each of the stocks, we came up with a list of most benefitted
or impacted names under our coverage. On the positive side, food & retail 
companies stand out with Bimbo benefitting from 10 initiatives, as well as Lala 
(10), Gruma (9), Femsa/OXXO (8), Walmex (8), AC (8), KOF (8) and GCC (8). 
On the negative side, most impacted stocks are major banks (Santander - 5, 
Banorte - 5) and Televisa, Inbursa, Lala, and Bimbo with 3 possibly harmful 
initiatives each. More details in Tables 3 and 4.
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Legislative Agendas for the 2nd Ordinary 
Session

Table 1: Initiatives by Topic

Topic # of Initiatives
Government, Democracy & Participation 37
Security, Corruption & Impunity 37
Social, Health, Education, Etc. 37
Public Finances & Fiscal 25
Energy 23
Labor & Wages 23
Development Planning, Infrastructure & Transportation 16
Social Security & Pension Funds 10
Financial Services 10
Foreign Trade 4
Price Controls 2
Competition & Antitrust 1

Source: Congreso de la Unión, J.P. Morgan.

Table 2: Initiative by Issue

Issue # of Initiatives
Clean energy & environmental concerns 20
Government transparency 17
Government 16
Tougher punishments 15
Inclusion 15
Public finances 14
National security 11
Public participation 11
Government strategy 9
Government intervention 8
Wages 8
Infrastructure regulation 8
Labor regulation 7
Autonomous institutions 7
Health 6
Government austerity 5
Price control 5
Education 4
Social issues 4
Social initiatives 3
Promote competition 3
Education / Autonomous institutions 3
Syndical freedom 2
Afores' regulation 2
Price control / Afores' regulation 2
Banking regulation 2
Foreign trade 2
Nationalism 2
Marihuana 2
Health / Education / Inclusion 1
Pension system 1
Social initiatives / Tougher punishments 1
Infrastructure 1
Autonomous institutions / Government transparency 1
Energy sector 1
Autonomous institutions / National security 1
Justice system 1
Infrastructure regulation / Clean energy & environmental 
concerns 1
Education / Government intervention 1
Health / Infrastructure 1
SOEs 1

Source: Congreso de la Unión, J.P. Morgan.
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Table 1: Initiatives with Positive Outlook for Company...

# of Initiatives Main Issues

Bimbo / Lala 10
Energy projects to lower electricity costs / food self-sufficiency and imports substitution / tax 

breaks for government sponsored apprenticeships.

Gruma 9
Energy projects to lower electricity costs / food self-sufficiency and imports substitution / tax 

breaks for government sponsored apprenticeships.
Femsa (OXXO) / Walmex / AC / KOF / 
Liverpool / Soriana / LaComer

8 Apprenticeship programs deductibility / tax breaks to foster use of clean energy

GCC 8 Tax breaks for exports / energy projects to lower electricity costs.
Ienova 7 Foster use of clean energy.
Cemex 7 Energy projects to lower electricity costs.
Gmexico 2 Foster use of clean energy.
Bachoco 2 Food self-sufficiency and imports substitution.
AMX 2 Cancel the special tax for Telecom.
Megacable 1 Foster competition in concentrated industries.
ARA 1 Lower rates for housing.
Santander / Banorte / Inbursa / Gentera 1 Reform Fintech Law to foster competition.
Bolsa 1 Reform the pension funds law to diversify could increase trading revenues.
Nemak 1 Tax breaks for exports.

Source: Congreso de la Unión, J.P. Morgan.

Table 2: Initiatives with Negative Outlook for Company...

# of Initiatives Main Issues

Santander / Banorte 5
Foster competition in concentrated industries / retail banking fees regulation / lower rates for 

housing.
Televisa 3 Review privatization processes of 40 years ago / foster competition in concentrated industries.

Inbursa 3
New tax for financial oligarchs / foster competition in concentrated industries / retail banking fees 

regulation / lower rates for housing.
Lala 3 Possible price control / ban on the use of double trailers.
Bimbo 3 Federal strategy against obesity / possible price control / ban on the use of double trailers.
AMX 2 Review privatization processes of 40 years ago / foster competition in concentrated industries.
Femsa (OXXO) 2 Federal strategy against obesity.
Nemak 2 Subsidies for hybrid and electric vehicles.
IEnova 2 State to recover control over Mexico´s energy sector.

Gentera 2
Greater regulation over microfinance lenders / "Banco del Bienestar" to increase credit 

penetration.
Alsea 2 Labor regulation for tip-earners / substitute imports can increase prices for producing food.
KOF / AC 2 Federal strategy against obesity / Higher transportation costs.

Pinfra 2
Guarantee the existence of toll-free roads / regulate operation, maintenance and construction of 

highways.

Asur / Gap / OMA 2
Review privatization processes of 40 years ago / increase costs for foreign travelers that enter the 

country.

Source: Congreso de la Unión, J.P. Morgan.
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AMLO’s First 100 Days in Charts

AMLO’s approval is nearing historical highs, with only Fox’s approval being higher 
for a president during his first 100d in office (according to Consulta Mitofsky). Even 
his most controversial measure taken so far – the cancellation of the NAICM – was 
disapproved by less than 50% of the polled individuals. 

Figure 1: Presidents' Approval Rating During Their First 100d in 
Office

Source: Consulta Mitofsky. 100% including null responses.

Figure 2: AMLO's Approval Rating (February & March)

Source: J.P. Morgan Economics, Reforma, El Financiero, Consulta Mitofsky.

Figure 3: AMLO's Most Controversial Measures - Approval Ratings

Source: Consulta Mitofsky. 100% when including null responses.
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Figure 4: Bulls vs. Bears

Source: INEGI, J.P. Morgan Economics. *Our business confidence number is a proprietary 

index aggregating various business indicators.

Figure 5: GDP Growth Expectations - Before NAICM Cancellation & 
Today

Source: Banamex survey, Banxico, J.P. Morgan Economics.

Congress Composition: July 1st vs. Today

Morena’s overwhelming majority is even larger now than what it was right out of the 
elections. Nonetheless, it doesn’t reach supermajority by its own. It will still require 
negotiation with other parties outside of those in its coalition.

Figure 6: Lower Chamber, by Party as of July 1st*.

Source: INE. * The numbers above are from the July 1st electoral process, Congress initiated 

sessions until September 1st.

Figure 7: Lower Chamber, by Party: As of March 5th.

Source: Cámara de Diputados.
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Figure 8: Lower Chamber, by coalition: As of July 1st.

Source: INE. * The numbers above are from the July 1st electoral process, Congress initiated 

sessions until September 1st.

Figure 9: Lower Chamber, by Coalition: As of March 5th.

Source: Cámara de Diputados.

Figure 10: Upper Chamber, by Party: As of July 1st.

Source: INE. * The numbers above are from the July 1st electoral process, Congress initiated 

sessions until September 1st.

Figure 11: Upper Chamber, by Party: As of March 5th.

Source: Senado de la República.

Figure 12: Upper Chamber, by Coalition: As of July 1st.

Source: INE. * The numbers above are from the July 1st electoral process, Congress initiated 

sessions until September 1st.

Figure 13: Upper Chamber, by Coalition: As of March 5th

Source: Senado de la República.
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Companies Discussed in This Report (all prices in this report as of market close on 12 March 2019)
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(KOF/$60.61/Neutral), FEMSA (FMX/$87.44/Overweight), Fibra Prologis (FIBRAPL.MX/Ps36.70/Overweight), GCC 
(GCC.MX/Ps109.93/Overweight), Gruma (GRUMAB.MX/Ps202.83/Neutral), Grupo Bimbo 
(BIMBOA.MX/Ps38.03/Overweight), Grupo Financiero Inbursa (GFINBURO.MX/Ps26.72/Underweight), Grupo Lala 
(LALAB.MX/Ps23.19/Neutral), IEnova (IENOVA.MX/Ps73.52/Overweight), Megacable 
(MEGACPO.MX/Ps85.63/Overweight), Mexichem (MEXCHEM.MX/Ps43.98/Overweight), Pinfra 
(PINFRA.MX/Ps185.15/Overweight), Santander (SAN.MC/€4.14/Overweight), Televisa (TV/$10.91/Overweight), Wal-
Mart de Mexico (WALMEX.MX/Ps50.27/Overweight) 
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